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Introduction

Queues are waiting lines that commonly occur in bus stops, airports, banks, 

telephone exchanges and many other activities. They are formed when we have 

arrivals at a service facility and they share a common characteristic: in each case, the 

times at which requests for service occur and the length of service times can be 

specified only probabilistically. In several of these occasions, the customers have to 

tolerate a remarkable waiting time that reflects the living standards. However, the 

most important effect of a service delay is certainly the economic loss.

Queueing theory has been developed in an attempt to increase the 

effectiveness of queueing systems. Right from its birth, it has been used to solve many 

practical problems such as job scheduling, organization of transportation and more 

recently in computer networks. The majority of the practical queueing applications 

cannot be faced as static or design problems where the characteristics of the system do 

not change over time. In the most interesting applications the performance of the 

system can be improved when some of the system’s parameters adjust as the state of 

the system changes. Moreover, the development of communication and computer 

networks in the last years, led to an increasing interest in the study of such control 

problems and extended their application in more complex queueing systems.

The control models can be classified in four main categories due to the nature 

of the control variable: (see [6], [15]).

> Control of the number of servers:

The servers are removable in the sense that may be turned on or off according to the 

state of the system. In this case we must determine the varying number of active 

servers by constructing an optimal rule.

> Control of the service rate .

This category is a generalization of the first one. We now change the service process 

by varying the service rate than modifying the number of servers.

> Control of the admission of customers.

In these problems either the arrival rate can be modified or the customers can be 

refused. Additionally in some models the customers themselves control the decision 

to enter into the system.
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> Control of the queue discipline

In this type of control problems, we can determine the order of service. Generally 

these control problems either concern different classes of customers, or the allocation 

of customers to different servers.

In this essay we deal only with the first category concerning the control of the 

number of servers. More specific we study vacation models i.e. we try to determine an 

optimal operating rule for the behavior of a single removable server. Our interest 

focuses on the case of an individual service process, in a M/G/l queue with D-policy. 

However, the determination of an optimal operating policy depends on the definition 

of the expected cost and the cost structure. The way we treat the holding cost plays a 

key role. The latter will be revealed as we compare D-policy and N-policy beginning 

with different definitions of holding cost.

Basic material on M/G/l queues, and vacation models are given in Part I. 

There is also a brief look at these tools of Renewal Theory that are needed in our 

essay. We finally discuss the economic justifications behind the various definitions of 

holding cost.

In section I of Part II, we consider the holding cost as the waiting cost per unit 

time per workload and we follow the work of Balachandran (see [1], [2]) to find the 

optimal value D for the exhaustive D-policy. The optimality of the D-policy over the 

N-policy is proved in this case.

In section II we apply a similar process in order to determine the optimal D for 

a gated D-policy. We also do this for the gated N-policy and we derive a condition 

for the optimality of the D-policy over the N-policy.

Section I of Pat HI is devoted to the work of Lillo and Martin (see [12]). The 

cost structure is now different (running costs are included) and the holding cost is 

considered as the waiting cost per unit time per customer. Lillo and Martin conclude 

that the optimal N-policy is better than the optimal D-policy.

Finally, in section II of Part HI we find a general condition for the optimality 

of the D-policy over the (D+t)-policy. In the special cases of exponential and gamma 

distributions we show that the D^-policy is better than the (D+t^-policy.
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Negative-Exponential Distribution

Let X be a continuous random variable with distribution unction P{X^x} =
F(x),

F(x) = 1- e‘MX, x>0 

and corresponding density function f(x) = pe'^x, x^O

Then X has the negative -exponential distribution with mean E(X) = p'1 and variance 

Var(X) = p2.

Interpretation: If X is the random variable representing the continuous time to 

the first success then P{X>x} = e_flx

Among other important mathematical properties the negative-exponential 

distribution has the so called Markov property:

for every t > Oand every x > 0, P{X >t + x|X>x}= P{X > x}

A random variable with the Markov property is said to have no memory. In the case 

of exponential distribution the validity of the property is obvious:

-ll(l-t-x)
P{X>t + x|X>x} =-----— = e’1"

e‘*

The above equation implies that if the service of a customer has been in progress for 

any length of time t>0, then it has the same distribution of remaining holding time as 

it had initially at t = 0. The importance of Markov property is given in the following 

example: Consider a two server system with one waiting position, and suppose that at 

some time t there are three customers in the system. If the waiting customer waits as 

long as required for a server to become idle, what is the probability that the waiting 

customer will be the last of the three to complete service? We assume that service 

times are mutually independent random variables, each with the negative-exponential 

distribution. The waiting customer will complete service last if and only if his service 

time exceeds the remaining service time of the customer still in service when the first 

customer leaves. But because of the Markov property, this remaining time is 

independent of the previously elapsed time. Therefore, the last two customers have
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the same distribution (exponential) of time left in the system; that is, there is no bias 

in favor of either of the customers, so that the required probability is Vi. Obviously, 

the problem would have been much more difficult without the assumption of negative 

exponential service times.

Poisson process

Poisson process is one of the most important models used in queueing theory. 

In many cases the arrivals of customers can be described by Poisson process. 

Mathematically the process is described by the counter process N(t). The counter tells 

the number of arrivals that have occurred in the interval (0,t). We say that the number 

of arrivals N(t) in a finite interval of length t obeys the Poisson (Xt) distribution ,with 

E[N(t)]=Xt, Var[N(t)] and density function:

P(N(t) = n} = e'u
n!

Consider now the time interval X between two arrivals: The events {X.>t} and 

(N(t) = 0} are equivalent implying that P(X>t) = P{N(t) = 0} = e'u =>X ~ Exp(X)

It follows that the interarrival times are independent and obey the exponential 

distribution Exp(X-): P(interarrival time>t} = e'u.

Poisson process has several useful properties. Here we mention and analyze 

PASTA property because it is one of the central tools in queueing theory. PASTA 

property (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) says that customers with Poisson 

arrivals see the system as if they came into the system at a random instant of time.

Consider a queueing system that spends its time in different states Ej. 

Customers arrive according to a Poisson process with arrival rate These arrivals 

induce state transitions in the system. In equilibrium, we may associate with each 

state Ej two different probabilities:

1) the probability of the state as seen by an outside random observer 

Ttj = probability that the system is in the state Ej at a random instant

2) the probability of the state seen by an arriving customer
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7tj* = probability that the system is in the state Ej just before an arrival 

In the case of Poisson arrivals: 7ij = Ttj* (generally does not hold).

Proof

The arrival history, before the instant of consideration, irrespective whether 

we are considering a random instant or an arrival instant are stochastically the same: a 

sequence of arrivals with exponentially distributed interarrival times. This follows 

from the memoryless property of the exponential distribution. The remaining time to 

the next arrival has the same exponential distribution irrespective of the time that has 

already elapsed since the previous arrival (the same holds also in reversed time, i.e. 

looking backwards). Since the stochastic characterization of the arrival process before 

the instant of consideration is the same irrespective how the instant has been chosen, 

the state distributions of the system at the instant of consideration must be the same in 

both cases.

Little’s Theorem

Consider a system in equilibrium in which customers arrive, remain in the 

system for a length of time, and then depart. Little’s theorem is a very simple relation 

between the arrival rate of customers, average number of customers in the system and 

the mean time spent in the system. If Xc is the average arrival rate (the rate at which 

customers enter the system), W is the average time spent in the system and L the 

average number of customers in the system then Little’s theorem says that:

L = JwW

Little’s theorem is very useful because of its generality. Specifically nothing is 

assumed about the system and the arrival process can be anything (it is not needed to 

be Poisson process). How ever it has to be stationary.

Consider now a system with Poisson arrivals with rate X. It is known that the 

offered load a is defined as the product of the arrival rate and the mean service time : 

a =Xx. Note that X (the parameter of the Poisson arrival stream) is not the same 

quantity as Xc(the arrival rate of entering the system). Carried load ori, by definition, 

is the mean number of busy servers or equivalently carried load equals the portion of
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the offered load that is carried. In terms of Little’s equation the carried load equals L. 

Using Little’s equation: a = X^.

From the above, Little’s theorem applies to the stream of customers admitted 

to the system. But it can also be applied by extending the boundary of the system. 

Then all customers enter the system (arrival rate X), but part of the customers does not 

receive service. The average time in system is then:

x. K K
W. =^rL0 + -rLW = -iLW 
'XX X

By Little’s equation:

L = 5iW, = X^-W = XcW 
A.

which is the same result as previously.

The M/G/l Queue

In the most widely studied queueing system M/G/l, customers arrive 

according to a Poisson process and the mean arrival rate is X. The interarrival times 

are independently, identically, exponentially distributed and since the Markov 

property characterizes the exponential distribution, the interarrival times have no 

memory (Memoryless). There is also a single server and customers are served in the 

order of arrivals. All blocked customers wait until served. The service times are 

independent of the arrival process and are distributed like a General random variable. 

Let the service time distribution function be denoted by S (t), with first and second 

moment 5, and s2 respectively. The offered load is defined as p = Xs, (in a stable 

queue p<l).

The number of customers in the system, N(t), does not constitute a Markov 

process. The probability per time unit for a transition from the state {N - n } to the 

state {N = n- \}, i.e. for a departure of a customer, depends also on the time the 

customer in service has already spent in the server. This information is not contained 

in the variable N(t). Only in the case of an exponential service time the amount of 

service already received does not have any bearing (memoryless property).
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In spite of this, the mean queue length, waiting time and sojourn time of the 

M/G/l queue can be found. We briefly report the equations that will be used in the 

main part of this essay. Justification of these equations is given in [5], [14],

Pollaczek -Khinchin mean fomula

According to this famous formula, the expected waiting time that an arbitrary 

customer has to wait for the service is:

E{W) = -^-E{R),
1 ~P

where E(R) denotes the unfinished work in the server when the arbitrary customer 

arrives. It can be proved using arguments from the renewal theory that:

E(R) = ^- + a

and after substitution: E(W) =

2 2r 

As, (1.1)
2(1 ~P)

The expected waiting time of an arbitrary customer given that he is blocked (W > 0) is 

given by:

5,E(W | W > 0) = E(W) + E(R) = (1.2)
2s,(l-p)

The mean value of the number N of waiting customers found by an arbitrary arrival 

follows immediately from the Little’s theorem:

A2s,
E(N ) = AE{W) = ■

9 2(1 - p)

Finally, The mean number of customers in the system is given by:

(1.3)

E(N) = p +
2(1 ~P)

(1.4)

The busy period of a M/G/l queue

In this case the server is altematingly busy and idle. The busy period is a 

continuous period where the server is uninterruptedly busy. Two busy periods are 

separated by an idle period. Let denote (T-To) the length of the busy period, and I the
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length of the idle period T(). In a Poisson process the interarrival times are 

exponentially distributed. Because of the memoryless property, the idle periods obey 

the same distribution, T0~Exp(X), hence E(T0) = 1/X.

By Little’s theorem, the load of the server p = is the same as the expected 

number of customers in the server. As there can be at most one customer at a time in 

the server, the expected number equals the probability that there is a customer in the 

server, and further, this equals the proportion of time the server is busy:

^ E(T-Tq) _ £(T-Tq)
1 £(T-T0) + £(T0) £(T-T0) + 1/A

=>E( T-T0) = -il- (1.5)
\-p

A busy period consists of full service times of a set of customers. Let the 

number of customers served during the busy period be V . We deduce the expectation 

E(V): the first customer of a busy period finds the system empty and the others find 

it non-empty. Thus an arriving customer finds the system empty with probability 

1 / E(V). The probability that the system is empty at an arbitrary instant is 1 - p. By 

the PASTA property these probabilities are equal. Hence,

£(F) = -J- (1.6)
1 ~P

Vacation Models

One of the methods to control a queueing system is to control the number of 

servers. In this case we say that the queueing system has removable servers or that it 

is a vacation model. The servers may be turned on or off according to the state of the 

system. In the present work the case of one server is considered. The server may be 

unavailable for the system over some intervals of time and we must find the optimal 

policy for having the server active. Thus there are two possible stages for the server: 

5=1: the server is on (available for the system)

5 = 0: the server is off (unavailable) or the server is on vacation.
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The server can be turned off or on at any time and provides service only when it is on. 

Hence, the server is not allowed to serve arriving customers when it is off. The 

customers, who arrive when the server is off, wait in the queue. Time intervals when 

the server is turned off are called dormant periods. When the server is turned on we 

say that it is running and the corresponding time intervals are called running periods. 

Intervals when customers are not being served are idle periods and occur when no 

customers are present or when the server is dormant. Finally the periods during them 

customers are being served are called busy periods. A busy cycle is a consecutive 

busy and idle period.

The economics of system operation depend on various costs and the decision 

for which policy we are going to apply is taken with reference to the following cost 

structure:

• Running costs: They are no negative costs per unit time when the server is on 

(off). Specifically when the server is dormant, cost for power, heat, maintenance 

may still be incurred. These are known as dormant costs. On the other hand when 

the server is running, attendant, fuel and other costs may be charged in addition to 

the dormant costs.

• Switching costs: They include no negative set-up (shut down) cost, incurred each 

time the server is turned on (off). The reason of existence of these costs is that 

activating and deactivating the server may involve power surges, equipment, or 

manpower charges.

• Holding cost: This is a penalty per unit time for delaying the customer in the 

system. Customers (industrial equipment for example) that stay in the waiting 

room waiting for service are not productive and this constitutes a cost to the 

owner.

The problem is to determine an optimal operating policy indicating the conditions 

under which we turn the server on or we leave it on vacation. Of course the solution 

of the problem is related with all the above types of costs. The types of policies that 

have been developed are mainly three. Each of these types of policies is exhaustive if, 

for this policy, a busy period terminates only when there are no waiting customers in 

the system.

N- Policy. The state of removable server is fixed according to the 

number of customers present in the system. More specifically N-policy consists in
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turning the server off when there are no customers present, and turning it on when 

there are n customers present. The following are special types of N-Policy: The (v, 

N)-Policy, where v<N<oc, consists in turning the server on when N customers are 

present and turning him off when he terminates a service with v customers left in the 

system. Obviously, when v = 0 the corresponding policy is the exhaustive N-Policy. 

According to the hypothetical (0, oo)-Policy we keep the server always closed. 

Finally, the (0, 0)-Policy corresponds to the simple case that we keep the server 

always open. For this case, equations (1.1) and (1.4) give the expected value of the 

time W spent by an arbitrary customer waiting in the queue for service to begin and 

the expected value of the number of customers found in the system by an arbitrary 

arrival. We return now to the (0,N)-policy. Let Vn be the number of customers who 

are served during a busy period and n the number of customers waiting when the 

busy period begins. It has been proved that:

Wn) = -JL- (1.7)
1 ~P

Moreover, the duration of a busy period starting with Np customers present 

is:

E(Tn) = ^~ (1.8)
1 ~P

D-Policy. In this policy the control variable of the system is the workload. 

Specifically, the exhaustive D-Policy consists in turning the server on when the 

workload reaches the value D and turning it off when the system is empty. In the 

gated D-policy the server is turned on when the workload reaches the value D and 

serves only the customers that are present at the opening. Once it serves them it takes 

a vacation until the workload reach again the value D. It is remarkable that the D- 

policy implies that the service time of a customer must be known immediately after 

the customer has entered the queue. In many applications this assumption is irrealistic.

T-Policy. The description of T-Policy is the following: Turn the server off at 

the end of a busy period (when there are no customers present), and turn it on after an 

interval of length t. If there are no customers present when the server looks, turn it off 

and look again after another interval of length t. Repeat this procedure until the server 

finds a customer waiting. Then, leave the server on until the end of the busy period.
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Elements from Renewal Theory

> Let Xi, X2,...,Xn be a sequence of independent, identically distributed, no 

negative random variables, with a common distribution function F{x) = P(Xt < x)

oo

and mean value E(Xn) = p = J xJF(x).
0

Consider also a M/G/l queue. Suppose that the customer arrivals (renewals) occur at 

epochs Ti, T2,... with X, = Ti-Ti-i (i = 1, 2,...), T0 = 0. Let Sn =Xi+X2+...+Xn = Tn, 

n>l, So= 0. We define N(t) as the number of renewals in [0,t], Formally:

N(t) = sup{«:Sn <

The interpretation of the random variables Xn, Sn, and N(t) is as follows:

X„ is the time between the (n-l)th and the nth renewal, in other words the nth 

interarrival time, Sn is the time of the nth renewal and N(t) is the total number of 

renewals in [0,t],

The process t >0} is called a renewal process. From the definition of the

renewal process is obvious that: N{t) >n<x>Sn<t.

Then: P{N(t) = nj = P{N(t) > n) - P{N(t) > n +1}

= P{Sn<t}-P{Sn+x<t}

= Fn{t)-Fn^{t)

where Fn{t) is the n fold convolution of F with itself (see [7], [13])

> We define now the renewal function m(t) as the mean number of renewals in 

(0,t], Thus:

m{t) - £[^(0]

The renewal function m(t) is related with the distribution function F{x) as

oo

following: "K0 = ZFn(0
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Proof.

It is: tf(0 = Z4
n= 1

where An = 1 ,

and An =0,

if the nth renewal occurred in [0,t] 

otherwise

Hence £[Af(/)] = dz 4i=l

n n
=l) = Z^(-5.£'}=Z^(0/=! i=l

> From the elementary renewal theorem we obtain the intuitive fact that the

t
mean number of renewals in [0,t] is asymptotic to Z//r: m{t) ~ —

> It is of great interest to define the renewal type equations and find their solutions. 

To do this, we condition on the time of the first renewal:
co

m(t) = J £[tf(OI Xt = x]iF{x) (1.9)
0

However,

£[w,H={L(,-,) x<'« (U0)

for if the first renewal occurs at time x, x<t then from this point on the process starts 

over again, and thus the expected number of renewals in [0, t\ is just 1 plus the 

expected number to arrive in a time t-x from the beginning of an equivalent renewal 

process.

Putting (1.9) to (1.10) yields:
f

m{t) = J[l+ m{t - x)\iF(x)
0

t

= F(t) + jm(t - x)dF(x) (1.11)
0

Equation (1.11) is known as the renewal equation, and can sometimes be solved for 

m(t).

A generalization of the renewal equation is the following:
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giO = HO + \g(t- x)dF(x) (t >0) (1.12)
0

where h and F are known and g is an unknown function to be determined. The above 

equation is known as a renewal type equation and its solution, that can be derived 

taking Laplace transformations is:
t

g{t) = h(t) + J/2(t - x)dm(x)
0

where
oo

n= 1

A proof is given in [13],

> Renewal reward process

Consider a renewal process with interarrival times Xj, X2, ...Moreover suppose 

that a reward Y„ is earned at the epoch of the /rth renewal. Yn may depend on X„ (the 

length of the renewal interval), but we suppose that the pairs (X„, Yn), n = 1,2, ... are 

independent and identically distributed. If we let
N(t) 

n=1

then Y(t) denotes the total reward earned by time t. The limiting value of the average 

return is given by the following theorem (renewal reward theorem):

■ For finite E\Yn \ and EXnit is:

(i) Y(t)/t —> EY/EX as t —► oc with probability 1

(ii) EY(t)/t-* EY/EX as / ^ 00 

The proof is given in [13],

An economic view of the holding cost

As mentioned before, the determination of the optimal operating policy is 

related with the various types of costs. To find an optimal policy, we should first 

obtain an expression for the expected cost per unit time for the given control 

variables. In order to find such expression we use the renewal reward theorem. This
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theorem states that the expected long run average return is just the expected return 

earned during a cycle divided by the expected time of a cycle:

, . . . expected cost incurred per cycle
expected cost incurred per unit time =---------------------------------------------

expected length of a cycle

The choice of the cost structure affects the expected cost incurred per cycle 

and this in turn the decision of which policy is better to be applied. In Part II and Part 

III we use different cost structures for choosing the optimal policy and we reach 

different results (the decision is between N-policy and D-policy).

However it is crucial to discuss the economic view of the cost structure. More 

specific, we focus on the definition of the holding cost. In Part II and Part Eli we 

define the holding cost as a penalty per unit time per unit workload and a penalty per 

unit time per customer respectively. The economic justification behind these different 

definitions can also be met in many practical models such as inventory models (see 

[8]). Considering the customers waiting in the queue as an unsold inventory we can 

proceed to the explanation:

The holding cost is treated either as a function of the length of time spent in 

holding or a functional form of the amount of the holding stock (number of customers 

waiting in the queue). By representing the holding cost as a function of time, we are 

adopting the perspective that the value of keeping any remaining inventory decreases 

in time. A typical example is some products as milk, whose selling price decrease 

markedly each day they remain unsold in the supermarket as a result of a loss in 

freshness. The revenue of holding such products decreases each passing day and thus 

the representation of the holding cost as a function of time is justified.

On the other hand the consideration of the holding cost as a function of the 

amount of stock (customers) remaining unsold (waiting in the system) fits to the case 

of luxury items. Assume that the customers waiting for service are very expensive 

artworks. As the number of artworks waiting for service increases, the firm is obliged 

to employ more security or spent more money for security systems, hence, the holding 

cost increases markedly.

In conclusion, the problem of finding the optimal policy should be initially 

viewed from an economic standpoint: the definition of the holding cost.
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Section I

An exhaustive D-Policy for the M/G/l queue

Balachandran was the first to introduce a vacation model in which the control 

variable of the system is the workload. In this section there is an analysis of the work 

of Balachandran in [1] and Balachandra and Tijms in [2], The authors find the optimal

D-Policy is superior to the N-Policy considering the holding cost as the cost per

unit time per unit workload.

Assumptions

We consider a single server queueing system and the following assumptions:

• The arrival stream, the arrivals follow a Poisson process with parameter X. The 

interarrival times have exponential distribution function.

• The service mechanism. The service times are independent, identically distributed 

nonnegative random variables having a common general distribution function S(t) 

with finite first moment Si. We assume that p=Xsi, p<l.

• The cost structure.. The start up cost Ri and the shut down cost R2 occur each time 

the server is turned on (off). (R=Ri+R2 is called total switching cost). The holding 

cost is a penalty h per unit time per unit workload.

Let now consider a cumulative renewal process. We correspond to each event 

(arrival), an amount of work. In fact this work is the service time of each arrival. 

Server opens when the cumulative service time exceeds a value D. The notation we 

use is as follows: For any x >0

value D* for the exhaustive policy (0,D) and investigate the condition under which the

Notation
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where Mx denotes the number of customers present at the opening of the server if the 

accumulated workload is x. Using the above notation and specifying for the D- 

Policy: M D is the number of renewals to pass the work/). (the number of customers 

present at the opening), and tD is the work present at the opening. Let Sa denotes the

portion of the service duration of the MD th arrival that makes up the work D. (For 

example if D=18, the accumulated work until the {MD — 1 )th arrival is 15, and the 

service duration of the MD th arrival is 5, then the portion of the service duration of 

the Moth arrival that makes the accumulated work to reach the value D is 

Sa =18-5 = 3). Then ZD =(D-Sa) represents the accumulated work just before 

the opening. The duration of a busy period that begins with a single customer is 

E(S)
fx-------- (1.5). The expected waiting time of a customer in the system before

1-p

entering service, given that he arrives during a busy period is a = E(S2) (1.2).
2£(S)(l-p)

Firstly, it is needed an expression for the expected value of work. For this 

reason we represent a busy cycle as in the following figure.
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A, refers to the accumulation of work during the idle period and A2 refers to 

the accumulation of work after the opening of the server. The work present at the 

opening is equal to tD. The cycle time r is defined as the time for MD arrivals plus

the time needed to serve all the customers who arrive during the service of thqMd 

customers:

E(Md)
T =---- ------ + [iE(MD) (2.1)

According to Balachandran the expected work is given by:

= [£Mj)+£oy]
T

(2.2)

It remains to find expressions for E(Al) and E(A2). We can obtain E(AX) by 

conditioning on MD,Sa:

E(A,) = E\E(A,) |Md,SJ = £[i(Z) - 5(2

Similarly, an expression for E(A2) is obtained by conditioning on the work present at 

the opening (tD) and the number of customers arrived during the service of the M D 

customers (j): E(A2) = E{E[E(A2 \ tD,j)]},

where E(A2\tD,j) — A2j +A22 +^23 + A24 and A2J,A22,A23,A24dre.

> d‘d ~ i.e. the area that refers to the completion of the initial

work tD.

> A12 =^jE(S)tD jtDE(S)
2

i.e. the area that refers to the j customers who

arrive during the service of the MD initial customers.

> The j customers who arrive during tD create j busy periods. Each customer is 

served only after the busy periods created by the previous customers are 

completed. In this meaning, the second of the j customers is served after the busy 

period created by the first customer is completed. The third customer is served 

only after two busy periods are completed and so on. Thus the area produced by 

these j customers is:
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1 pE(S) + 2juE(S) + ...(./ -1 )juE(S) = (1 + 2 +... + j -1 )juE(S)

- JV-W'M
2 1 -p 2(1 -P)

Each customer in any of these j busy periods waits an average of a and the

expected number of customers served during a busy period is
E(S)

Therefore

the area created by the customers served during the busy periods

E(S)

is: 4, - ggg - gg

Hence: E(A2\tD,j) =— +
tD2 , jtDE(S) + j(j-\)E2(S)^jE(S2)

+-
2(1-p) 2(1 -p)

to . JtDE(S) , (j - j)E (S) , jE(S )
- + - + +-

2 2 2(1-p) 2(1 -p)2

Since the arrivals follow a Poisson process with parameter X:

(2.4)

E(J) = K and E(j2) = A2/D2 +/U

Unconditioning (2.4) with respect to j:

to , *tD‘E(S) , (k2tD2+AtD-XtD)E\S) , AtDE(S>)E(A2\tD) = -2- + ■ +

20 -P)
+ -

2(l-p)2

E(A,
20 2 K 2(1-p) 2(1 - p)2

Unconditioning with respect to tD:

a^>o+p)+XEtfyE'w^m'ms')
2(1 -p) 2(1 -p)

= E(t 2 1 + p , /l2E2(S) | AE(tD)E(S2)
2 2(1 -p) 2(1 -p)2

Simplifying and substituting: E(tD) = E(MD)E(S) :

E(tD2) , pE(S2)E(MD)E(A2) =
2(1 -P) 2(1 -p)2

(2.5)
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The equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.5) give the expected value of work:

E[Md (D - S.)] E{tD2) pE(S2 )E(Md )
2/1 2(1 -p) 2(1-P V

E(Md) | E(Md)
1 1 -p

E(S)

E[Md(D-SJ] | E(tD2) | pE(S2)E(MD)
= 21________ 2(1-p) 2(1-p)2

E(Md)

A(1 ~p)

_ E[MD (Z) - Sa )](1-p) | AE(tDl) , ApE{Sl) 
2E(Md) 2 E(Md) 2(1-p)

The total expected cost per unit time TD is the sum of the switching cost per

unit time — and the total holding cost per unit time hE(WD). 
r

To =-*hE(Wo)r E{MD)
1(1-p) 

Ra{ 1 - p)

e(Md)
+ h e\m_d(d - Sa )](1 - p) + rnD) + W2)

2E(Md) 2£(Md) 2(1 -p)
(2.6)

It remains to find expressions for E[MD (D - Sa)] and tD2. Before starting the process

of finding such expressions we need some more tools:

From the renewal theory it is known that the renewal function m(t) is defined 

as the mean number of renewals in [0,t]. Hence, for the case of D-policy m(D) is the 

mean number of arrivals in the interval [0,D], Obviously, the number of customers 

present at the opening is equal to m(D) plus one more arrival in order to pass the 

work D. Algebraically, E{MD) = m(D) +1

The next step is to prove the following equation:

aD + \aD.yc/m(y) = \ydm{y) = DE{MD)~ \E(My)dy (2.7)
0 0 0

D

where aD = j yE(MD_y )dF(y) , D > 0
0

D

Let CD = |ydm(y). It is also proved (1.11) that:
o
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m{y) = F(y) + \m{y- x)dF(x)

After partial integration and an interchange of the order of integration we get:

D-v

cd=\yW+™(D - y)W(y)+jdF(y) j«**»(»)
0 0 0

D D D-y

=> CD = JyE(MD_y )dF{y) + J Judm(u)dF(y)
0 0 0

=> C0 = J yE(MD_t )dF(y) + j CD_ydF(y)
0

u

CD=aD+fcD_rdF(y)

Applying (1.12) we find the solution of the above renewal equation:
D

CD = aD + j aD_ydm{y)
0

The right hand expression of (2.7) can be obtained after partial integration of CD

CD =\ydm{y) = [ym{y)]° - f m(y)dy 
0

D D

= Dm(D) - j [E{My ) -1 ]dy = D[E(Md )-1] ■- {J E(My )dy - D}
0 0

D

=>CD=DE(M„)-jE(My)Jy 
0

Now, we can find an expression for £(/D2)by conditioning on Si =y:

If y> D then tD-y 

\i y<D then tD = y + tD_y

Hence, E(t2 \ S,=y) = E(y + tD )2 + Ey2

= J y'dFIy) +2 yE(tD_r) + £(/„./) + J y!dF(y)
0 0
oo

= j y2dF(y) +2yE(tD_y) + E(tD_2)
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and E(tn2) = E[E(tD21 .V, = y)] = E(S2) + 2E(yEtD_y) + E(EtD_ 2)

D D

=> £«02) = £(5!) + 2jyE(tD_y )dF(y) + J£(/D_,2 )dF(y) ,D> 0
0 0

This is a renewal equation and can be sold according to (1.12)
D D

Edo1) = E(S2) + 2 J yE(S)E(MD_„ )dF(y) + $ E(tD_/)dF(y)

D-v

Edo1 ) = E(S1)* 2£(<0jyE(Mo_,)dF(y) + j] £(S2) + 2E(S) JyE(MD_ly)dF(y)\dm(y)

Edo ) = E(S2)+ 2E(S)aD + j[E(S2) + 2E(S)a0_y]dm(y)

EdD,) = E(S‘) + 2E(S)

Using the equation (2.7) we obtain:

ao+\ aD-ydm{y) + \E{S-2 )dm(y)

u u

E(tD 2) - E(S2) + 2 E(S) J ydmiy) + £(S2) { dm(y)
0 0

E(tD2) = E(S2 )[1 + m(D)] + 2E{S)\ydm(y)
0

E(tD2) = E(S2)E(M d) + 2E{S)]ydm(y) (2.8)
0

Similarly, E(MDZD) is obtained by conditioning on Sj =y.

D D

E(ZD) = E[E(ZD_y + y\Sl = ;/)] = / E(ZD_y )dF(y) + J ydF(y)
0 0

Solving this renewal equation and interchanging an order of integration:
D

E(ZD) = \yE(MD_r)dF(y)
0

D

Also: E(MdZd) = E[E(MdZd )] = J £[(1 + M0., )Cv + Z„_, )WW
0

= E(Zd ) + J )dF 0-) + j E(MD_yZD_y )dF(y)
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= 2 J yE{MD_y )dF(y) + J E(MD_yZD_y )dF(y)
0 0

D

=>E(MDZD) = 2aD + \E(MD_yZD_„)JF(y)
0

D

Solving the above renewal equation: E(MDZD) = 2a D +j2aD_vdm(y)
0

D D

or equivalently: E{MDZD) = 2|>'J/w(^) = 2Z)£(A/D)-2j£'(A/v)£/v' (2.9)
0 0

Substituting (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.6) we obtain:
D

RX{\-p)-h\E(My)dy
T =■1 D E{Md)

■ + hD +
hAE(S ) 
2(1 -p)

(2.10)

Td is becoming minimal for the unique value D* satisfying the following:

LJ
jE(Mx)dx =

RA( 1 - p) (2.11)

From (2.10) and (2.11) we finally find the minimum expected cost per unit time for 

the D-Policy:

2(1 - p)
(2.12)

So far, the optimal value D and the expected cost per unit time for the D- 

Policy have been calculated. For comparing D-Policy and N-Policy it is needed to 

find the optimal N and the expected cost per unit time for the N-Policy. The 

realization of any cycle for the N-Policy is similar to that of the D-Policy. In this case 

the server opens at the epoch of the Nth arrival. The work just before the opening of 

the channel is the sum of the service times of the N -1 customers. The work present 

at the opening is denoted by tN. The cycle time is the time for N arrivals (the 

duration of the building-up process) NIX plus the time needed to serve all the 

customers who arrive during the service of the N customers. According to (1.7) the 

number of customers who are served during a busy period starting with N customers 

N
present is------. Hence the expected cycle time is:

1-P
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N NE(S)
T =------+ -

N
A 1 -p A{\-p)

As in the case of the D-policy, the expected work is given by:

E(B,) + E(B2) + E(B,)
E(Wn) = where

> E(BX) is the expected area during the building-up period:

N(N-\)E(S)
E(B,) =

2A

> There are N customers at the opening of the channel. Each of these customers 

is served only after the busy periods created by the previous customers are 

completed. Thus, the expected area produced by these N customers is:

2 2 2(1 - p)

> There are N busy periods and the expected number of customers served

during each busy period is
E{S)

. Each customer waits an average of a in a

busy period. Thus, the expected area due to the customers served during each 

of these N busy periods is:

E(B3) = aT^:NE(S)= E^S )
E(S) 2E(S)(l-p)(l-p)E(S)

The total expected work for the N-Policy is then given by:

^ mS)=Ws2)
2(1 -P)2

N(N -1 )E(S) N(N-\)E2(S) + NE(S2)

E(Wy) = -
21 20 -p) 2(1 -p)2

N

■E(Wn) =

AO ~P)

(.N-\)E(S) AE(S2) (2.13)
2 2(1 -p)

The total expected cost per unit time for the N-Policy is given by the following:

Tm =- + hE(W„)=mX P) + h
T N

(N - \)E(S) AE(S2)
2 + 2(1 - p)

(2.14)

The optimal value foriV is obtained by differentiating Tv and let it equal to 0.

N 2
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=> N =
^2/M(l-p)V'2 _ a,/2

{ hE{S) )

However, the optimal value for N must be an integer. The integer that gives 

the lower expected cost is obtained by substituting the integers close to A' 2 in 

equation (2.14). The notation of the optimal N value taken in this way is:

N* =[A'nY (2.15)

Since the total expected costs per unit time have been obtained for both Im

policy and D-policy, the comparison between these two policies is easy. D-Policy

is superior to N-Policy if: TD* < TN*

. + Mg£) M(l-p) + /?
20 -p) N

(N -\)E(S) AE(S2)
2 +2(1 -p)

hN 2

Substituting A = the condition for the superiority of the D-Policy
hE(S)

over the N-Policy is becoming:

D* <
E{S)

N'
+ N*~ 1 (2.16)

Special cases

Balachandran and Tijms did not show the superiority of the D-Policy over the 

N-Policy for all distributions, however they proved it for special cases:

> For exponentially distributed service times the probability density function 

is f(y) = pe~^ and E(MD) - \ + juD . Equation (2.11) is becoming:

D

J(i + w)dy
0

=mzPi=>D- + MD-i 
h 2

AE(S) _ d.2 
2

+ — D' - juAE(S) = 0

and its solution is: D* = £(»S')[-1 + (1 + A)' 2] (2.17)

From (2.15): N* = A'12 ± s, 0< s <1 (e = 0 if A1,2 is integer)
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We are going to prove that condition (2.16) is satisfied: 

Tore = 0: (2.16), (2.17)=> E(S)[-l + (1 + A)'12 ] <
E(S) A

2 [aV2

-lo ti IV

■ + A'I2~\

3_
4

The above statement is true because (N = A ) is always an integer larger than — 

It remains to prove that condition (2.16) is satisfied for e * 0 .

It is: —^—±e o A(A'12 ±e)< A3'2 ±sA' 2(Av2 ±e) o e2 >0
A'12 A,/2±e

which is true, so:
E(S) + AU2-111/2

<
E(S)

A] ±e
■ + A1/2 ±s-l

This implies that the condition (2.16) is satisfied for all s and thus D-Policy is 

superior to N-Policy for service times exponentially distributed.

> For service times distributed with Decreasing Failure Rates it is known that

E(Md ) > D +1 (see [3]) Integrating this equation we have:
E(S)

fE(Md )dD > f (—^- + \)dD => > —— + D*
J0 lE(S) h 2 E(S)

D*2 + 2E(S)D* - AE2 (S) < 0 => D* < £(5)[-l + (1 + A)1'2]

and it is obvious that (2.16) is satisfied. Hence the D-Policy is superior in the case of 

DFR distributions.

> Balachandran and Tijms proved also the superiority of D-Policy for a 

distribution with Increasing Failure Rates: the gamma distribution of order 2. The 

probability density function is: /(y) = (/u2y)e~^ , where E(S) = 2//u

and

Let

E(MD) = ^ + - + -e-2fd)
D 2 4 4

N* = AV2 -s, - 1 < 8 < 1

(see [3]) 

and

. _ E(S)D =
(A >

C
o

II

U ; 2 N
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Then, j E(My )dy = K
d'

4/u! N 4 n N0

It can be proved that K >
AE(S) RA(]-p) _ .. . ,
--------- =-------——. Combining this inequality with (2.11):

2 h

Hence, the D-Policy is superior to the N-Policy for the gamma distribution of order 2.

Balachandran and Tijms did not generalized this result for all distributions 

with IFR. However, Boxma (see [4]) generalized the superiority of D-policy over the 

N-policy for all distributions using an inequality for renewal functions.

We have already analyzed the case of the exhaustive D-policy following the 

work of Balachandran. In this section we try to find the optimal value D in a gated 

D-policy applying a similar argument. We also find the optimal N for a gated Im

policy in order to compare the two policies. The description of a gated D-policy is the 

following: The server turns on when the workload reaches the value D. It serves only 

the Md customers that are present in the system at the opening and then it takes a 

vacation until the workload reaches again the value D. Our aim is to find the optimal 

D in order to minimize the expected cost. The assumptions about the arrival stream 

and the service mechanism are the same. The cost structure includes again the total 

switching cost R and the holding cost h per unit time per unit workload. The 

notation we use in our analysis is the same with that used in Section. I.

Section II

A gated D-policy for the M/G/l queue
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We assume that the workload due to the j customers that arrive during the 

service of the MD customers does not reach the value D. This assumption obviously 

keeps under the condition:

We use the following figure in order to represent a busy cycle (a consecutive busy and 

idle period) in the case of a gated D-policy:

A, represents the accumulation of work during the busy period and A2 refers 

to the accumulation of work during the vacation. The cycle time r is the sum of the 

time for the MD customers to be served (equals the work present at the opening tD) 

plus the time needed for the workload to reach again the value D after the vacation. 

The number of customers who arrive during the service of the initial MD customers is 

AE(tD), hence, the second term can be expressed as [E(MD)~ XE(tD)\lX. Thus, the 

cycle time can be written as.

P

(2.18)
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We also need an expression for the expected value of work. This is given by:

E(A,) + E(A2)
E{Wd) (2.19)

E{AX) can be obtained by conditioning on tD,j where j is the number of customers 

that arrives during the service of the initial M D customers:

E{Ax) = E{E\E{Ax\tDJ)]}

E(Ax\tD,j) consists of the following terms:

1 2 •> Au - — tD i.e. the area that refers to the completion of the initial work tD.

> An = tDjE{S) i.e. the area that refers to the j customers arriving during the

service of the MD customers.

1 2 1
Hence, E(AX |tD, j) = — tD +—tDjE(S) and unconditioning with respect to j: 

E(A,\tD) = !(„• +EDE(j)E(S)=Ed‘ +EdMd£(S)=|/D’(1+p)

Unconditioning with respect to tD:

E(At)='-E(la‘)(\ + p) (2.20)

However, E(A2) cannot be found by conditioning on D,Sa,j,tD since 

E(M D) and E(D-Sa) are dependent variables and the relation 

E[Md (D - Sa)] = E(Md )E{D - Sa) does not keep. Alternatively we can find the 

area A0 and subtract from (A0 +A2). The area (A0 + A2) is the initial building-up 

period and it is already calculated from the case of the exhaustive policy:

E[Md(D SJ]
E(A0+A2) = E{E[(Ao+A2)|D,SJ} =

2X

The area Ag is created by the j customers and can be found conditioning on t, j :

E(A0\tD,j) = - jE(S)J- =oi d,jj 2j tx 2X

Unconditioning on j we get:

£( A, I lD) = E(j’-)^ = (A V = —
la la

E(S) + jEE(S) 
2 2
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Unconditioning on tD:

E(At) = E(S) P-E{la )E(S) = /;(s) +1 £(M„ )£' (S)

T. r~ t a \ E[MD(D~Sa)] AE(tD2)r,^ 1 rvw  ̂2 , ox mnHence, E(A2) =----------—------------------—E(S)--E(MD)E (S) (2.21)

The equations (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), (2.21) give the expected value of work:

E{Wd) =
E^° \\ + P)+E^Md(~E ^)]_^D )£(5)-l£(^/D)£2(5)

2X
E{Md)

X

Substituting (2.8), (2.9) in the above equation we finally get:

E(Wd) = (p+!)£> +
A£(S2) XE2(S)

J e (My yfy

2 2 £(MD)

The average expected cost per unit time for the gated D-policy is then

(P+1)

T°=-phE^=wir)+h
(p+!)£> +

XE(S2) XE2(S)

LS
j E(My)dy
_0_____________

E(Md) ■(P+1)

LJ

RX-h\E(My)dy
^Td =

E{Md)
+ h(p+l)D +

hXE(S2) hpE(S) (2.22)

It is easy to show that TD is minimum for the unique value of D (Dopt) satisfying:

D°* RX
J E(My)dy = —

Comparing this with equation (2.11) and assuming p<l, we can conclude that if 

R, X and h are the same for the exhaustive and the gated policy, then the optimal D 

for the gated D-policy must be smaller than the optimal D for the exhaustive D- 

policy.

Substituting for Dopl in (2.22) we obtain the minimum average expected cost 

per unit time for the gated D-policy:

Td, = h( p +\)D-- + !jVar(S) (2.23)
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We now try to find the optimal and the expected cost per unit time for the Im

policy. The realization of the busy cycle is again similar to that of the D-policy. The 

server opens at the epoch of the Nth arrival and the work just before the opening of 

the channel is the sum of the service times of the N -1 customers. The server serves 

only the N customers that are present at the opening of the channel and takes a 

vacation until the queue size reaches again the number N. The cost structure and the 

notation we use is the same with that of section I.

We assume that the number of customers arriving during the service of the 

initial N customers is less than N. This is expressed by the condition: 

j<N=> XE(tN )<N^ 7JVE(S) <N=> p <1 

The realization of the busy cycle is similar to that shown in the above figure. The 

expected cycle time is now:

x = E{tN) +
N - XE(tN) 

X
=> x =

N_
X

(2.24)

Using the same arguments as previous we obtain that:

E(A,) = ^N2E2 (S) + ^ NE(S)XNE(S) = ^N2E2 (S)(l+ X) (2.25)

It is also easy to find E(A2). Since A2 is a trapezium we have:

E(A2) = ^[JV£(S) + MK(.S)E(y)]N= iAE(S)(1+ p)(y- AE(S)J (2.26

From (2.24), (2.25), (2.26) and after simplifications, we take the expected work:

E(K) = ^AE(S)[p>. - p>£(S) +l+p]

and the average expected cost per unit time for the gated N-policy:

Tn =^ + ^(^) = ^+|i\®(5)[pX-p^:(5)+l+p] (2.27)

2RX

Differentiating, we get the optimal N (say Nopt) :

Nopl =

and substituting this in (2.27):

/^(^[pA. - pXE(S) + p +1]

TNop,--^r + ^Nop'E(S)[pX-pXE(S) + p + \] (2.28)
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Finally comparing (2.23), (2.28) we find the condition under which the 

optimal D-policy is superior to the optimal N-policy when the policies are gated:

-Tn<v

=>*<P+I)D"'+fjVar(S)< [p».-p»£(S)+l+p]

=:>Dopl <
RX

h(p+\)Nopl
N°P' r ,

£(5)[pX-P^)+l+p]
X

2(p +1)
Var(S)
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PART III



Section I

An alternative view on the exhaustive D-policy

In Part II (section I) we analyzed how Balachandran proved the superiority of 

the optimal D-policy over the optimal N-policy considering the holding cost as the 

waiting time cost per unit workload per unit time. In this section we analyze a 

comparison between these two policies considering the holding cost as the waiting 

time cost per unit time per customer. In this case, Lillo and Martin (see [12]) conclude 

that the optimal N-policy is at least as good as the optimal D-policy. In their analysis 

they consider a cost function, which is used in many inventory models and they 

transform it to account for exhaustive policies. In consequence, they derive the cost 

function for both N-policy and D-policy in order two make the comparison. It follows 

a presentation of their work.

Assumptions and Notation:

We consider again a single server queueing system and the following assumptions:

• The arrival stream-, customers arrive according to a Poisson process with 

parameter X. The interarrival times have exponential distribution function.

• The service mechanism: customers are processed individually in their order of 

arrival. The service times are independent, identically distributed nonnegative 

random variables having a common general distribution function S(t) with finite 

first and second moments Siand S2 respectively. We assume that p=Xsi, p<l.

• The cost structure: The running costs are n (r0) per unit time when the server is on 

(off) respectively. The start up cost Ri and the shut down cost R2 occur each time 

the server is turned on (off). (R=Ri+R2 is called total switching cost). The holding 

cost is a penalty h per customer in the system per unit time.

N-policy and D-policy are both defined in Part I. Lillo and Martin compare these 

policies through a cost function that is different from the cost function that 

Balachandra used. The general form of this cost function for a policy P, that controls 

when the server should be turned on, is given in the following.
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Considering a busy cycle as the time between successive vacation times, the 

total cost rate can be defined as:

C(P) =
R + r0E( T0) + /-, E(T - T0) + sE(V) + hE(W)

E( T)
(3.1)

where, T0 is the time during a busy cycle in which the server is off (idle or building 

up period), T is the duration of a busy cycle and T-T0 is the total time elapsing

from the moment the server returns from a vacation until it departs for another one 

(busy period). V is the number of served customers during T, and W denotes the 

total holding time (accumulated waiting time) during a busy cycle. All these variables 

depend on the operating policy P . Let Np be the number of customers present at the 

opening and np = E{N ). In the case of an exhaustive policy Lillo proved (see [11]) 

that E(NP) = AE(T0) (3.2)

Assume now that T„ is a busy period that begins with n customers present in 

the system and Vn is the number of customers served during T„. In Part I ((1.7) - 

(1.8)) we have derived the following equations for every n > 1.

E(Vn) = nv E(Tn) = nM (3.3)

where v = 1 /(I - p) denotes the number of customers served during a busy period that 

begins with 1 customer present and p = s, /(I - p) denotes the duration of such a busy 

period.

The first step is to rewrite the cost function (3.1) for an exhaustive policy For 

this reason it is needed an expression for the accumulated waiting time. This is given 

in the following Lemma:

> Let Wn be the accumulated waiting time during Tn and con = E(JVn). For a

M/G/l queue with finite S2 it can be proved that:

As,
<°\ =------ ~T2(1-p)2

«(A7-l)u con = no.1------ — ,n > 1

(3.4)

(3.5)
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Proof

For n = 1, fVj is the accumulated waiting time during a busy period that 

begins with 1 customer present. From Part I (1.1) it is known that the expected 

waiting time of a customer in the system before entering service, given that he arrives

during a busy period is E(W)
As,

2(1 ~P)
. Then,

As, As,
co. ■ V =

2(1 -p) 2(1 -p)1

For n> 1, Kella (see [10]) has proved that: Wn = Wx + (n-1)7] + Wn_x

From the above equation it is obvious that: con - cox + (n - \)/j + con(3.6)

Combining (3.4), (3.6) we get (3.5).

Now, using the above lemma, the following theorem can be proved:

> For an exhaustive policy P, the cost function (3.1) can be written as:

c(f)=K++hVar2L\:n:.’H±,
nn Inp p

A2s
where K = r0(l-p) + r.p + sA + h------- -— (3.7)

0 ' 2(1 - p)

Proof

We have assumed that P is an exhaustive policy. Hence, from (3.2) £(T0) = — .

Since customers arrive according to a Poisson process: .E(T - T0) = np(j. , E(V) = npv 

We need to find E{Wp)an& substitute it to (3.1). The accumulated waiting time

consists of the accumulated waiting time during the building up period and the 

accumulated waiting time during the busy period (coN). During the building up 

period the Np_xthcustomer waits MA, XheN^th waits 2!A, and so on. The

N ,
customer, who arrives first, waits —— . Hence,

A

E(W\Np) =
Np(Np-1)

2 A
Np ~Np+ coN =-----—-----+ (Dn

Unconditioning with respect to Np and substituting (3.5):

E{Wp) = E[E(Wp\Np)] =
E(Np2)-E(Np) 

2 A + ®n
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Var(Np) + np -nf 

21

=> E{Wp) = n„(ox +

np{n -\) sx 
+ nnco, +—— ----------—

p 2 1 -p

Var(Np) + rip - np
(3.8)

21(1-p)

After substituting the first of equations (3.3) and equation (3.8) into (3.1), the cost 

function for an exhaustive policy is taking the form of (3.7).

Knowing the general cost function for an exhaustive policy, we can determine 

the cost function for the case of the exhaustive N-policy. Equation (3.7) as a function

of N is becoming: C(N) = K +|
N2 -N 2Rl(\-p) (3.9)

N hN

The optimal value for N is obtained by differentiating C(N) and let it equal to 0.

dC(N) = 0 => -- R?i^ 2PK
2 at*2 V h

However, the optimal value for N is the integer close to N* that gives the lower 

expected cost. Therefore, Nopt = [N*], or Nopt =[A’*] + 1

Considering N*, (3.9) is becoming: C(N) = K + — N -1 +
N

*2 A

N
(3.10)

The cost function for D-policy is a function of D and it can be derived by 

(3.7) taking into account that the number of customers present at the opening is 

E(Md).

C(D) - K + —
E(Md2)-E{Md) 

E(Md)
+

Rl{l-p)
E(Md)

(3.11)

Since we have determined the cost functions for both N-policy and D-policy, 

we can proceed to their comparison.

• For constant service times we have: E(MD ) = 1 + [D / 5’]. In this case: 

E(MD2) = E2(Md) = \ + 2[D/S] + [D/S]2 .So (3.11) can be written:

C(D) = K +
h( [£>/S]2 +[D/S]^ 

1 + [D/S]
, m-p)_K, h 

1+[D/S] 2
[D/S] +

N
l + [Z)/5]

(3.12)
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It is obvious from (310) and (3.12) that C(D) = C(N) when 

N = 1 + [Z)/5] = E(Md) . It follows that the minimum value of TD is obtained when 

Dop‘is given by 1 + [Dopt IS] = Nopt. Therefore, choosing E(MD) = Nopt, the two 

optimal policies are equivalent C(Nop,) = C(Dopt) for constant service times.

For service rates that are not constant E(MD2)>E2(MD). Hence, from (3.11)

C(D) = K + —
E(Md2) . N’

--1 + -
h

>K+-
2

E(Md)-\ +
N

E{Md)E(Md) E(Md)

The right hand side of the above inequality is minimum for E{MD) = Nopt. 

Therefore, N-policy is superior to D-policy.

Section II 

(D+T)-Policy

In this section we consider the following variation of an exhaustive P-policy 

for a M/G/l queue. The server takes a vacation when the system becomes empty but 

the vacation time is now (To +1;) i.e. the vacation time for the exhaustive P-policy plus 

a random variable x (independent of To and the arrival process) with finite first and 

second moment xi and 12. This variation of P-policy is called the (P-t-u)-policy. Lillo 

and Martin found the condition under which the (P-Hr)-policy is superior to the initial 

P-policy. We are going to extend Lillo and Martin’s work to the case of D-policy. 

More specific, we shall investigate the condition under which the optimal D-policy 

(Dopt) cannot be improved by any (D^V^-policy.

Starting, we refer to the following theorem of Lillo and Martin:

> The policy (P+x) improves the policy P (C(P + r) < C(P)), if and only if:

2/7% +np<E(N2P)+2R-X{{~P) (3.13)
h
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Proof:

The cost function (3.7) for an exhaustive (P+x)-policy is taking the form:

C(P + r)-K+RA(]-^+Ear{N-')+n1'--"'"
Vr 2np«■

(3.14)

It is: E{Np+r) = E{Np) + E{Nz) = np+Xzx, (3.15)

Var(Np+z) = Var(Np) + Var(Nz) (3.16)

Conditioning on x: Var(Nz) = E[Var(Nz |x)]+ Var\E(Nz) [x]

The arriving process is Poisson, hence:

Var(Nz) = E(Xz) + Var(Az) - Azt +/l2r2 -/l2r,2 (3.17)

Combining (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) we obtain:

Var(N ̂ z) + [E{Np+r )]2 - E(N^Z) = Var(Np) + n1 P -np + A2z2 + 2Xzxnp

Substituting in (3.14):

C(p | z) = K , RW-P) , hVcir(Np) + n2P-np+A2T2+2lTxnp 

nP+r 2np+z

From (3.7), C(P) is becoming minimum if r2=r,2. Then Var(r) = 0 , i.e. ris

constant. The cost function of (P+r) considering that r2 = r,2 is then:

C(p | r)^K , MQ-P) , !Var(Np) + n2P-np+A2h2 + 2Azxnp 
np+Arx 2(np + Xzx)

P-policy is better than (P+x)-policy if C(P) - C{P + t) > 0

Substituting and simplifying we obtain the inequality:

Xzxnp<Var(N p)-n2p -np +------

Hence, P-policy can be improved by a (P-Hr)-policy if there exists zx such that the 

above inequality is satisfied. Since r, > 0, there is always a r, satisfying the 

inequality if and only if:

Var(Np )-n2P-np + 2RA(l~ p). >0

2n2P +n < E(N2P) +
2RX(\ - p)

Using the theorem just proved we show that the optimal D-policy is better 

than any optimal (D+x)-policy, under a certain condition.
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> Applying (3.13) for D-policy we find the condition under which the (D-Hr)-policy 

improves the D-policy:

2E\Md) + E(Mb) < E(M0‘) + (3.18)
h

We now need an expression for E(M D1). Conditioning on the duration of the first 

service 5, = y we have:

Md=1, if y>D

MD=\+MD_y, if y<D

Hence, E(MD2) = E[E(MD2 \ SX =y)\ = E[\ + 2E(MD) + E(MD_y2)]

= 1 + 2j E(Md )dS(y) + J £(A/d! )dS(y)
0 0

D

E(M 2) = 1 + 2m(D) + J E(M 2 )dS(y)
0

We solve this renewal equation:
D D

E{Md 2) = 1 + 2m(D) +1[1 + 2m(D - y)]dm(y) = 1 + 3m{D) + 2Jm(D - y)dm(y)
o o

=> E(Md2) = \ + 3m(D) + 2m* m(D), (3.19)

where m*m denotes a convolution. In the case of exponentially distributed service 

times (m(y) - fjy) the convolution m * m(D) is:

m * m(D) = J m(D - y)dm(y) = J /u(D - y)d(juy) = ^— (3 .20)

Substituting (3.19) and (3.20) in (3.18) we obtain:

ju2D2
2(1 + /jD)2 +1 + fjD < 1 +3/jD + 2 »r*2■ + N

=> /u2D2 +2/jD + 2-N'2 <0 (3.21)

The cost function for D-policy (3.11) in the case of exponentially distributed service 

times is becoming:

C(D) = K + — 
2
' ju2D2 +2fiD + N* 

1 + t*D

2 \

y
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To minimize C(D) we differentiate with respect to D and let it equal to 0. The 

optimal value D* is then the solution of the equation:

li2Dopt2 +2 nDopt +2-N*2 =0 (3.22)

. . r\ODt — 1 4“ yN1(Solving this equation we get: D F ----------------------).

(3.21) and (3.22) lead to a contradiction, hence the optimal D-policy cannot be 

improved by any (D+x)-policy for exponentially distributed service times.

> We are going now to find a general condition for the optimality of the Dopt-policy 

over the (D^+r^policy for all distributions. Substituting (3.19) in (3.18) we get the 

condition under which the D-policy could be improved by a (D+r)-policy. That is:

2[1 + m{D)]2 +1 + m(D) < 1 + 3m(D) + 2m * m(D) + N’2

=> 2m" +2m + 2-2m*m-N <0

Substituting E(MD) in (3.11) the cost function takes the form:

(3.23)

C(D) = K + -
2m + 2m * m + N

.2 X

1 + m

and differentiating C(D) with respect to D:

dC(D) = 0=> 2 + ,HLD1 - 2m * m(D) - N*2 = 0 (3.24)
m\D)

Combining (3.23) and (3.24) we find that a general condition under which the optimal 

D-policy cannot be improved by any (Dopt+x)-policy is

m*m'(D)
m(D) >

m
(3.25)

> Finally, we examine the above condition for the case of service times having a 

gamma distribution of order 2. In this case:

E{MD) = ^- + - + -e~2vD and m(D) = -^-- + V2pD 
V D) 2 4 4 V ’ 2 4 4

Calculating the corresponding integral we get:

p2Z)2 [iD \lD _2uD 1 1
m* m~

8 16 16

and finally
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m -
m 2 4 4

1+pD 1 1
= uD + — + — e 
^44

-2|iD

which is always positive, hence, the optimal D-policy cannot be improved by any 

(Dopt+x)-policy for service times with gamma distribution of order 2.
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Conclusions

This essay was concerned with the study of the D-policy on a M/G/l queue. In 

Part II we considered a cost structure without running costs and the holding cost 

defined as the waiting cost per unit time per unit workload. Under these assumptions, 

we followed Balachandran’s work in order to show the optimality of the exhaustive 

D-policy over the exhaustive N-policy. Moreover, we investigated the case of a gated 

D-policy using a similar analysis. In Part III we changed the cost structure: the 

running costs were included and the holding cost was defined as the waiting cost per 

unit time per customer. In this case the results (derived by Lillo and Martin) were 

different in the sense that NT^-policy proved to be better than the Dopt-policy. Finally 

we extended Lillo and Martin’s analysis for (P+r)-policy to the case of (D-Hr)-policy. 

More specific we proved that the D^-policy can not be improved by any (Dopt+r)- 

policy.

However, the aim of this essay was also to reveal the economic dimensions of 

the problem. The fact that we obtained contradictory results starting from a different 

cost structure and an alternative definition of the holding cost proved that the attempt 

to find an optimal rule always begins from an economic standpoint. The first step 

should be always the setting of the cost structure and the definition of the holding cost 

due to parameters of the problem such as the nature of customers. Once the problem 

has been stated. Applied Mathematics and Queueing Theory are responsible to find 

the optimal operating policy.
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